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It may just take a quiet place and a good conversation to clear the air.

Better listening makes happier relationships
By Carol Ummel Lindquist, PhD

M

any of us would like to think of ourselves as good
listeners. And sometimes we are. If the topic is positive and about us (or our beautiful child), we can
absorb that information accurately. If it’s juicy gossip, chances are we can recall it word for word. But when
a spouse or partner is being critical and expressing anger or
frustration with us or our relationship, that’s another story.
It’s hard to maintain an even average ability to listen.
How do we overcome a natural human resistance to
hearing things we don’t want to hear? Can we listen to each
other in a way that is helpful to our partner and healthy for
our relationship? I believe we can—if we can learn to follow
these four basic rules:
Rule 1 Let your partner know that you’re listening. This

doesn’t mean you agree with what’s being said. It just means
making eye contact and paying attention. But with all the
media that surrounds us, this can be a challenge. In other
words, you can’t really listen to someone if you are also
checking for messages on your smartphone or glancing over
at a TV or computer screen.

If you are hearing words and ideas that may be hurtful, resist the normal urge to defend yourself, answer
back or interrupt. Instead, nod your head gently and
slowly. Your calm response will be rewarded.
Rule 2 Let your partner know you got the message.

We often go through the motions of listening, but assume we already know what the other person is going to
say. Your partner will be pleasantly surprised if you look
him or her in the eyes and respond in a way that makes
it clear you were paying attention.
Rule 3 Be supportive. A simple comment such as “it

sounds like you’ve had a long day and need a break”
will tell the other person that you care about how he or
she feels. And even if you think your partner was wrong
in a particular situation, reserve judgment. Wait for the
whole story.
Rule 4 Ask “Is there anything more you want me
to know about this?” Often people start to resolve

issues on their own. And what sounded at first like a
Continued on page 2...

Better listening...

you may want to ask a few
questions about something.
In other words, you don’t
want or need anything to be
“fixed.” That’s a weather report. No action is required.

Continued from page 1

personal attack may change.
Your sensitive questions will
give your partner a second
or third chance to discover
subtler feelings he or she
may not have recognized
before and shift to a calmer,
more neutral place.
Let’s talk about some of
these points in more detail.

u Is it a problem?

Now this
is a horse of a different color.
It’s something that requires
a discussion, proposed solutions and a plan of action.
Problems may involve children, friends, family or jobs,
but they are typically not directed at your partner.

u Stay focused on your

partner. Turning the con-

versation around and making it all about you becomes
a distraction that will shut
the other person down or
prolong negative aspects of
the discussion.

u Is it a change request?

Lots of couples find a coffee or tea break is a comfortable time to talk.

Talk about other solutions and
how they worked (or didn’t) as
a partner who is upset. Telling well as your new ideas and plans.
an angry person you disagree—or
injecting your own opinion is a u Be clear about what you need.
waste of time. But agreeing with When people get upset, they ofsomeone simply to stop an argu- ten talk in long, convoluted senment doesn’t work either—espe- tences. Work with your partner to
cially if you don’t follow through boil down the main issues of your
discussion for clarity and mutual
on what you agreed to.
understanding.
u Don’t agree or disagree with

u Don’t jump in with solutions.

Men are famous for this and women do it too. Rushing in with a
solution is another distraction that
interrupts the listening process.
Wait—until you are asked for help
in finding a solution.
u Keep talking.

Before you try to
solve the problem, make sure both
of you have said all that you need
to say, especially if it’s a hot issue.

interaction an opportunity for a
discussion or argument.
u Make a plan to talk.

If you’re
busy and can’t stop what you’re
doing to have a conversation, say
something like, “This sounds important and I would like to talk
about it when I can really focus.
Can we wait until the kids are in
bed?” Or if your partner is yelling
and you just can’t think straight,
u Consider timing. Notice when
leave a note that you want to talk
you and your partner seem to
when both of you are calm—and
communicate the best, and use
follow through.
that time for in-depth conversations. Is it in the evening, after Identify your message
your favorite TV show? Or on the
u Is it a weather report? Someweekend, when everybody’s feeltimes you just need to say how
ing more relaxed?
And sometimes when your you feel and you want to know
partner makes a routine request, that your partner hears you. You
just do it. Don’t try to make every may want a little sympathy. Or

This is an action item. You’re
unhappy and you need something to change that involves
your partner. You may or may not
have a solution in mind. And you
may or may not need to change
yourself to make the situation
better—but something in your life
needs improvement.
When you communicate with
your spouse or partner, it helps
to indicate up front whether it’s
a weather report, a problem or
something that needs to change.
If it’s a change request, you
might say, “I have an issue and I
want something to change about
this.” For example: “The last time
your parents were here, I felt really
exhausted. Could we make a plan
to make it easier for me when they
visit this time?” u
—Adapted from the author’s book
“Happily Married with Kids: It’s NOT
just a fairy tale” (Berkley Books).

‘Being kind is more important than being right’

P

2

artners in a relationship can develop
empathy and understanding by listening to each other’s points of view. Here
are some ideas about communicating as
a couple from Edward M. Hallowell and
Sue George Hallowell, in their book
“Married to Distraction: Restoring
Intimacy and Strengthening Your
Marriage in an Age of Interruption.”

other, making sure that you’re tending to
each other’s needs every day.

If a fight is about to escalate, ask yourself,
“Is this worth it?”

into?” Rise above the human tendency to
return pain with pain.

Build in some boundaries to avoid interruptions.

Fight fair. This is the only common trait we
have found between long-married friends.

Don’t take your partner for granted. Try
to see him or her with fresh eyes daily.
And don’t assume your partner can see
what’s plainly clear to you.

Learn to forgive. Forgiving simply means
not carrying anger around for a long time.

The need to be “right” by making the
other person “wrong” is harmful. Being
kind is more important than being right.

Create a relationship process—a set
of habits, rituals, traditions and daily
practices that keep you in touch with each

Learn to control your anger. Make it like
a sneeze: brief, clearing the air, then
forgotten.

Don’t make psychiatric diagnoses such
as “narcissist” or “passive-aggressive.”
Describe, don’t diagnose.
When you feel hurt by another person, ask
yourself, “What do I want this pain to turn

Practice preventive maintenance. Say
what you appreciate about your mate every day. Have special times together—like
walking the dog or going out for coffee.
And remember, nothing is as romantic as
having someone give you their undivided,
sustained attention. u
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Interchange

‘No smartphones and iPads at the dinner table’

Q

Your article about kids and
technology (October issue) inspired us to make some changes
at our house. We have a new rule
now: no smartphones or iPads at
the dinner table. It’s a start—and
I’d like to hear other ideas for ways
to get a handle on the digital invasion of our personal space.
—A.L., Ferndale, MI
We all need to find ways to disconnect from devices that seem
to be taking over our lives. You’ve
made a good start by banning
phones and iPads during meals.
Setting time limits and creating
new family rules on how to use
technology will help everyone to
change their behavior. Here are
some more ideas:

A

Put your phone out of earshot
into a designated “lockbox” when
you get home, so you won’t hear it
or see it lighting up. You can spend
time with your family and your
evenings will be more relaxed. “I
have young kids and when I get
home from work, I want to be
with them,” says one mom.

bowl. Smartphone bans are becoming more common at dinner
parties, to curb all of the texting.
Make

your bedroom a device-

free zone.

Adopt a digital curfew
for you and your partner: for example, all screens put away by 11
pm. It will give you time to talk
and you’ll sleep better. And who
For older children, assign dig- really needs to be available 24/7?
ital curfews. For example, no Give your kids the authority to
screens after 9 or 10 pm, adjusted tell you to put away your phone if
appropriately for age.
they have something important to
Leave your phone at home or
turn it off when you go out with
friends and family. With a larger
group, play the “phone stack”
game: everyone puts their phone
in the middle of the table or a

show you or discuss with you.
If they have a play, a recital or
a game that you are going to attend, reassure them that you will
be listening and watching—and
not checking your email. u

research review

Praise is best when it’s given privately

D

id you ever read the Horrid Henry series of
children’s books? Constant praise for his
brother Perfect Peter doesn’t make Horrid
Henry try harder to be nice. Actually it has
the opposite effect. He tries to dream up something
really nasty to do to his little brother.
This plot-line may be closer to life in the real
world than you might imagine. But it goes against
everything we’ve been told about praise—that it
should be immediate, specific and done in public.
A new study published in the Journal of Consumer Research suggests that public praise has a corrosive effect. Bystanders envy the person who’s being
praised—and they resent, even dislike, the individual
who is giving the praise.
Researchers Elaine Chan and Jaideep Sengupta
conducted an experiment in which
several hundred students were told
to imagine being in a clothing store
and hearing an assistant tell another
shopper that he or she looked fabulous. They asked the students first
for an immediate response and then
for a more thoughtful one.
The students’ gut reactions were
uniformly negative to the people giving and receiving praise, and their
more considered responses were only
somewhat less so. Interestingly, the
more closely the student was connected to the person being flattered
WFL December 2013 w www.workandfamilylife.com

(for example, if they went to the same university),
the greater the envy.
If you think about these findings in a workplace
context, you might be inclined to say “who cares
about someone’s fragile ego so long as the public
praise gets everyone to try harder.” But does it?
Maybe or maybe not.
Psychologist Niels van de Ven says there are two
kinds of envy: benign and malicious. Benign envy
may indeed motivate you to be a better person. But
malicious envy makes you feel more like Horrid
Henry—and want to do something nasty.
In the Chan-Sengupta experiment, the effect of
envy was positive only when the students believed
the flattery was genuine. Many study participants
even said they were more likely to buy themselves
a pricey item of
clothing to look
more fabulous
themselves.
And that’s a
key point. If you
think in terms
of praise at the
workplace, it
should not only
be deserved—
it should also
be perceived by
others to be deserved. u
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Multi-tasking
takes its toll on
concentration

I

f you want to do your mental
best, don’t ask your brain to
keep switching focus from one
activity to another, say researchers
at Carnegie Mellon University’s
Human-Computer Interaction Lab
They gave study participants a
cognitive skills test, and they
interrupted some of them with
text messages but not others. The
test-takers who were interrupted
performed about 20 percent worse
than the others. This study supports other research that shows
multi-tasking makes it harder to
concentrate and filter out irrelevant
messages.
Here’s what the experts suggest:
Control your interruptions. For
example, set a specific time to
check your email.
Eliminate some of the media that
compete for your attention.
Preprare yourself for interruptions.
People who expect to be interrupted seem to steel themselves in
ways that help them concentrate
better on their task. u
3

ELDER ISSUES

Visiting grandparents for the holidays?

W

that screens will not
ho knew 40
keep a child from fallyears ago
ing out of a window.
how much
safer chilRemind grandparents
dren are on the road
to never walk away
when they’re in car
from a young child in a
seats? Or that more
bathtub—even for one
American kids die
minute. Look in your
each year from acolder relative’s yard,
cidents and injuries
garage or basement for
than from all disany large containers. A
eases combined?
toddler can fall head
We’ve learned a
first into a bucket and
lot about other dandrown, even in a small
gers as well—from
amount of water or
garage door openers
other liquid.
to microwave ovens
to hot dogs.
Mention the foods
If you are planthat can cause chokning a visit with
ing. Grandparents may
young kids to their
not know that they
grandparents over
should not give young
the holidays, be
children hard candy,
aware that many old- Making cookies with Grandma, a holiday tradition.
nuts or grapes—and
er people do not live in childproof keep our kids ‘safe’ from things to always cut hot dogs into small
homes. They may also be unfamil- we never used to worry about— pieces. Let them know too if it’s
iar with some of the research on like shopping cart liners to protect okay or not to give your child peathe causes and frequency of child- kids from germs.”
nut butter.
So while some new parents are
hood injuries. For example:
responding to advertisers’ hype, Go over the car seat rules. Ren Accidents are more likely to octhere still are potential hazards to mind grandparents to buckle a
cur when a child is in a new situa- watch out for. For example:
child into the back seat only. And
tion or under stress.
never hold an infant or toddler
If an infant will be sleeping in a while you’re traveling in a motor
n Boys tend to take more risks and
borrowed or rented crib, make vehicle, even for a few blocks.
suffer more injuries than girls.
sure the mattress fits firmly. Fill up
Check the railings on a terrace or
n Three out of four poisonings any gaps with rolled-up towels.
balcony. Make sure a small child
take place when adults are at Look around for heavy objects
can’t slip through—and never
home. They involve children un- or furniture that could be pulled
leave kids alone on a terrace or
der age five who have mistaken down by a young child. Make sure
balcony.
household cleaners for beverages that all TV sets, computers, monior medicine for candy.
tors and printers are securely posi- Look closely. Could kids get into
tioned. Put breakable items out of a parking area or swimming pool
How things have changed
reach. Push table lamps away from on their own? If grandparents are
Most grandparents will appreci- furniture edges and make sure that staying at a hotel or motel, be sure
ate your suggestions, but some all wall units are secured.
a child will be unable to leave the
may be skeptical and say the curbuilding alone.
rent generation of parents is going Are any cords dangling from
overboard on safety. And to some shades or blinds? These can be How safe is the garage door
dangerous to curious toddlers. Put opener? Does it reverse itself
extent, that’s probably true.
“There’s an industry out there plastic bags, cleaning products and when it lowers on an object?
that didn’t exist 40 years ago,” says other chemicals out of reach too. Don’t trust “safety caps.” It
Lenore Skenazy, author of FreeCheck for window guards if takes most toddlers about 10 minRange Children. “The marketplace
grandparents live in high-rise utes to open a medicine container.
is brimming with products to
buildings. If not, remind everyone Remind grandparents to keep
4

medicines, vitamins and aspirin
out of the reach of children. Avoid
taking pills while young kids are
watching, and never refer to medicine as candy to make it seem
more desirable.
If you zap food or formula in a

microwave, test it first. The container may feel okay to the touch
but its contents may be scalding.
Secure exercise equipment. Do

not allow kids to play with, on or
around equipment that has gears.
Stationary bikes cause many hand
and finger injuries every year.
Are appliances near water? Even

an appliance that is turned off can
cause electrocution if it’s plugged
in and falls into water.
Be ready to act. Emergencies of-

ten happen suddenly and from out
the blue. Find and post telephone
numbers for emergency services,
such as Poison Control, in your
older relative’s community.
Television and technology
Most grandparents these days have
computers, iPads and smartphones
with touchscreens. And they may
think it’s cute when infants and
toddlers try to use those devices.
“But just because an infant
can tap a touchscreen to change
a picture doesn’t mean she should
or that it’s a developmentally useful or appropriate activity,” writes
Catherine Steiner-Adair in The Big
Disconnect (see the October 2013
Work & Family Life.).
Discuss with grandparents the
fact that kids learn best by exploring, playing and interacting with
the physical environment.
“Children spend so much time
with media, we all need to be reminded that play—and lots of it—
is so important in their lives,” says
Fretta Reitzes of the 92nd Street Y
in New York City. “Through play,
kids build knowledge and understanding as they learn about how
the world works.” u
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parenting

In a rude world, kids’ manners still count

M

anners are still important,
despite what you might
assume from watching
more than a few minutes
of so-called “reality TV.”
Having good manners helps us
get along better with each other
and makes the world a nicer and
more predictable place. Although
teaching manners may seem like a
daunting process to parents these
days, we do ourselves and our kids
a favor by sticking with it.
Children actually feel more
confident if they know how to act
at the playground, riding in a car,
at a friend’s dinner table, or any
place at all. Kids who have good
manners are more likeable to other children and adults as well.
And if you don’t learn certain things at home as a child,
you may have to learn them later.
You’ve probably heard about the
“etiquette consultants” hired by
many companies to help employees improve their manners.
Explain why it’s important
Children need to understand why
they are being asked to do things
a certain way. After all, there’s no
set of rules that apply to every person and every situation.
Psychologist and author Dr.
Lawrence Balter suggests, “It’s
more important to convey the basic philosophy of consideration,
empathy and respect for others
that lies behind good manners
than to try to imprint a programmed set of responses.”
When to start teaching
Manners don’t apply to infants
and toddlers in the “me” and
“mine” stage, when they’re developing their own sense of identity.
But you can make a beginning
when a toddler grabs an older sibling’s blocks by gently introducing the notion of taking turns.
At 18 months, most kids can
manage a spoon and fork and toddlers can learn to say please and

Mastering
the ABCs of
social graces

P

arenting author
Jean Marzollo offers
this list of things every
child should learn to say
and do.
Always say
Please when you ask
people to help you or
give you something and
THANK you after you
have been helped or
given something.
EXCUSE ME or pardon
me when you interrupt,
burp, bump into someone or want someone to
repeat something.

This young boy really knows how to hold and eat his sandwich at school.

thank you. But why start teaching
manners at such an early age?
The main reason is that at least
some of what you instill in young
children will become automatic behavior—and often it does.
As kids reach preschool, they
start to develop empathy. They can
imagine themselves in someone else’s
place. Encourage this. For example, if
Conner pushes Joey off a swing, you
might say, “Joey doesn’t like it when
you do that. You wouldn’t like it either, if he pushed you.”
Take a positive approach. For example: “That was nice of you to let
Emmy play with your doll.”
By age five or six, a child should
be able to speak to people politely
in person or on the phone and say
“thank you” after a visit.
School-age children

Here are some other tips.
r Keep developmental levels in mind. The

concept of rudeness is lost on young kids. If
your three-year-old sticks out his tongue,
it won’t help to say, “That’s not polite.”
Try instead: “When you stick out your
tongue at people, it makes them feel
bad.”

Hello or “How do you
do” when you greet
people. When you (or
others) leave: “Goodbye. It was nice to meet
you” or “Thank you for
coming.”

r Explain why. When you ask a child to stop

Do’s and don’ts

bouncing a ball on the wooden floor, go
on to explain, for example: “Our neighbors downstairs don’t like it because your
ball makes a lot of noise. Let’s bounce the
ball outside, not inside.”
r Take a problem-solving approach. If

you hear
your child tell a friend, “I don’t want
to play with you,” you might ask later:
“How would you feel if she said that to
you?” Talk about how to say this in a way
that doesn’t hurt someone’s feelings.

role playing. Switching places is a
lively
way to get your message across.
In the early grades, kids are used to
Try
playing
restaurant. Let your child be
following rules and learning new
the
waiter
and
you be a rude diner. Then
skills. So this is a good time to conchange
to
show
good manners and thank
vey basic points of social interaction
the
waiter
for
his
or her service.
such as acknowledging a compliment gracefully or shaking hands r
Online manners. Teach your child that
and saying, “It’s nice to meet you.”
the rules for online and real-life behavior
Of course, school-age kids enjoy
are exactly the same, says James P. Steyer,
acting “gross” with their peers. You
an expert on kids and technology. Play
may need to intervene occasionally
nicely. Don’t act like a bully. Never say or
but, for the most part, it’s better not
do something to others that you would not
to make it an issue.
want someone to say or do to you. u
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I’m sorry when you do
something that hurts or
bothers someone.

r Use

Do pick up after
yourself.
Do listen when others
speak.
Don’t interrupt and
don’t use swear words.
DO cover you mouth
when you yawn and do
cough or sneeze inside
your elbow.
DO wash your hands
often and always before
you eat.
Do put your napkin
on your lap, keep your
elbows off the table and
chew with your mouth
closed.
Do NOT tip back in your
chair.
Do learn which
silverware, dishes and
glasses to use. u
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on the job

Use your words...but always more thoughtfully
By Anne Perryman

T

he host of a local radio show
asked listeners to call in with
their comments. “But please,
no profanity,” he said. “I
can’t use it on the air if there’s
profanity.”
Seriously? People don’t know
that you can’t swear on the radio?
“But you can,” my daughter reminds me. “Have you listened to
Howard Stern on Sirius?”
Of course.
I think we can all agree that—
with the proliferation of cable
TV, the Internet and increasingly
explicit mainstream media—people of all ages and occupations are
cursing like the proverbial sailor
these days. And it carries over to
wherever we may work.

the job and at home too. I think
we all are. And now we have to
watch what we say in our email
and through social media too.”
Careless comments can come
back to haunt us
When a new vice president quoted critical remarks staff members
had made about him, it sounded
a lot worse in the retelling.
“We asked each other later,
‘How in the world did that get
back to him?’” says Jason.

Best defense, to listen more
“My problem was getting a little
ahead of myself—saying things
before I had enough information,” says Jim. “Sometimes I
mislabeled my opinions and
speculations as facts—and I got
called on that a couple of times.”
Jim accepted the feedback
as constructive. “I really didn’t
want to be that guy who shoots
his mouth off and doesn’t know
what he’s talking about. I wanted

Resist the ‘TMI’ urge

Impact of harsher language
“When I first started teaching in
the 70s, if you heard a four-letter word in the hall, kids turned
around to see who said it,” says
Jane Duell, a retired high school
French teacher from Indiana.
“Now, when you walk down those
same halls, you hear the f-bomb
dropped every few minutes.”
Duell could control only what
was happening in her classroom.
And she tried. For example, the
term “pissed off” was banned. “I
told my students the same thing
you tell a whining toddler,” she
says. “Use your words. Are you
angry, annoyed, frustrated, tired,
lost? What’s the problem exactly?”
Managing what we say
Modern society encourages us to
“let it all hang out” and say whatever we’re thinking or feeling at
the moment. So the idea of managing our words may feel uncomfortable. But it’s not just profane
or harsh language that needs to be
filtered out in the workplace.
“The jokes we used to make
are unacceptable in a pluralistic
society,” says Bob. “I’m much
more careful about what I say on
6

John’s manager likes to throw
out little digs: “Right in the middle of a conversation, she’ll drop
in a criticism that someone else
made of me or my work. I used to
get defensive and go into a long
explanation,” he says.
“But now I use two tactics that
seem to be working. If the comment is about something trivial, I
don’t respond. Or, if it seems significant, I might say, ‘Maybe the
three of us could talk that over’ or
‘I’ll speak to him or her to try to
clear that up.’ And I try to keep
my tone of voice neutral.”

“I think I can express that idea more clearly.”

They soon realized what had
happened. The VP’s eager assistant had started the conversation.
“And we all chimed in, but what
went back to him was only what
we had said.”
In the give-and-take of banter
with our colleagues, we often say
things that could be misinterpreted if our words were taken out of
context. “I was just joking” or “I
didn’t mean it that way” sound
pretty lame as excuses.
Barbara had a reputation variously as a “loose cannon” or a
truth-teller with a sharp tongue.
“Sometimes she said what the
rest of us were thinking—and we
could all appreciate that,” said
Josh. “But her lack of restraint was
a little scary sometimes, and I for
one never wanted to get caught in
the crossfire around her.”

the people I work with to trust
my word—and over time it got
easier.”
The trick, he says, was to let
other people do more talking.
“When you spend more time listening, you might be surprised by
how much you can learn,” Jim
says. “And then when you do
speak, you’re more likely to have
something worth saying.”
Putting a lid on the gossip
“My supervisor wanted me to pass
along the gossip I heard about my
best friend’s boss from another
department,” says Jill. “And there
was plenty of it. But I only repeated the good things I heard. After
awhile, he got the message, and I
think he appreciates the fact that
I would not repeat negative comments about him either.”

Most of us have been on both the
giving and the receiving end of
“TMI”—too much information.
When someone asks an openended question, it’s easy to say a
little (or a lot) more than is necessary or appropriate. And sometimes we just nervously spill out a
lot of unnecessary words.
For example, if your boss asks
How’s it going? or How’s your
team doing?, instead of responding with extraneous details or offering a negative assessment such
as, “Well, Mac and Jonah are
fighting again,” a better approach
would be to clarify the question.
In this case, what you really
need to know is whether your
boss is asking specifically if the
project is on schedule or if your
team members have a good working relationship.
Some people are very adept at
getting others to reveal information that should be held in confidence. And it can be tempting to
share what we’ve heard or think
we know. It makes us feel like
we’re savvy insiders.
But it’s much more important
for the people we work with—
and for—to see us as mature individuals who express themselves
thoughtfully, show good judgment and can be trusted with a
confidence. u
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Find ways to
work walnuts
into your diet

W

alnuts are one of the
most thoroughly studied
tree nuts for their health benefits. They’ve been found to
improve cholesterol levels and
help prevent heart disease.
They are the only nut with a
significant amount of the plant
version of omega-3 fatty acids.
Clinical trials have shown that
people who eat more nuts
have a lower risk of developing diabetes, says Jeffrey
Blumberg, PhD, director of the
Antioxidants Research Laboratory at Tufts University.
Research by Frank B. Hu, MD,
PhD, of Harvard adds to the
evidence. His study of 138,000
women found that those who
consumed at least eight ounces
of walnuts a month were 24
percent less likely to develop
diabetes compared to those
who ate no walnuts.
Here are some ideas from the
Tufts Health & Nutrition Letter
for ways to work more walnuts
into your diet:
Add them to salads instead of
croutons. Use walnuts to create
some crunch atop a bowl of
oatmeal or fat-free yogurt.
Grind walnuts to thicken
sauces or to “bread” chicken
breasts or pork tenderloin.
Blend walnuts into a
smoothie or stir into wholegrain pilafs. You can even top
pizza or chili with walnuts.
Tree nuts and peanuts are
nutritionally similar, but there
are differences. So it’s a good
idea to consume both varieties.
Just be aware that because of
their high fat content, walnuts
can go bad. Keep them in
an airtight container in your
refrigerator or a sealed plastic
bag in your freezer. Don’t
store them near foods whose
odors might be absorbed. u

A HEALTHY YOU

A new American Diet Report Card

T

he new American Diet Report Card from the Center
for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) is not one we’re
going to want to post proudly on
the fridge. But maybe we should,
as a reminder.
It’s not entirely bad. We do
get a few B’s, because we have
managed to cut back on sugars,
shortening, beef, whole milk and
white flour. And we’re eating
more yogurt and chicken. But we
don’t eat nearly enough fruits
and vegetables, we eat too
much cheese and we consume
450 more calories a day than
we did in 1970.
“Americans seem to think
that if a food is considered a
healthier alternative, it’s O.K.
to swallow as much of it as one
might like,” writes Personal
Health columnist Jane E. Brody
in The New York Times. “People
forget…that a tablespoon of olive
oil has about the same number of
calories as a tablespoon of lard,
and even more than a tablespoon
of butter.”
Here are our Report Card
grades and some suggestions and
comments from the CSPI:

pounds per person per year, that’s
still too many burgers.

pounds (mostly from sugary beverages) is still too much.

Dairy: C– We’re eating cheese in

Fats and Oils: B+ The good news

our salads, sandwiches, soups and
pizza. We’ve gone from 8 pounds
per person per year in 1970
to 23 pounds. On the
plus side, we’re eating
less full-fat ice cream
and more low-fatyogurt.

is that we’re using healthier cooking oils and that shortening and
margarines now contain less of
the artery-clogging trans fats. But
total fats and oils consumption
has risen steadily since 1970. (You
may also have noticed that the
FDA is cracking down on trans
fats in food production.)

Meat, Poultry & Seafood: B We

improvement from the high of 89
pounds per year in 1999. But 78

are eating less red meat, but at 74

Fruits and Vegetables:
B– Our fruit con-

sumption (not counting juice) is about
the same as it was in
1970. But our consumption of vegetables has stalled. The
challenge is to replace
sandwiches with salads,
starches with veggies,
and swap the cupcakes
and chips with fresh fruit.
Grains: C We eat 109 pounds of

flour per year. That’s not terrible,
but we need to switch to whole
grains and cut back on all grains.
Sweets: D+ The plus is for a slight

Milk: B Americans drank an
average of 21 gallons of milk in
1970 and now we’re down to 13
gallons per year. Whole milk consumption has dropped from 18
to 4 gallons. But we are still consuming much of the butterfat that
we used to get from whole milk.
Only now it’s in cheese. u

Should you eat before or after a workout?

T

he conventional wisdom 20 years ago was to avoid eating
an hour or so before a vigorous workout. The idea was
based on old studies that suggested pre-exercise calories could
lead to a “blood sugar high.” And this might be followed by
an equally speedy “rebound hypoglycemia.”
Newer studies of British
cyclists, for example, have
shown that “rebound
hypoglycemia” is rare
and doesn’t usually affect
performance. Other studies
have found that eating easily digestible carbs during
the hour before exercise
generally enables athletes
to work out longer.
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After a workout, you can feel free to indulge—but only if you have
exercised for at least 45 minutes. If it’s shorter than that, you may be
eating more calories than you burned.
Kinesiology professor John L. Ivy of the University of Texas at Austin
encourages distance runners and weight lifters to ingest carbohydrate-rich foods or drinks within an
hour after a workout. This is when
muscles are “primed” to slurp blood
sugar out of the blood stream, he
says, replenishing lost fuel stores.
If the food or drink also contains
protein, that’s good too, says Dr.
Ivy. It aids in rebuilding muscle
fibers that were frayed during a
workout. u

7

We recommend

Conversations with kids about things that really matter

T

here’s a lot of pressure on
kids to be successful academically and in other areas
of their lives. The stakes are
high, and children need guidance
to help them make good decisions, says Michael Parker, MEd,
an ethics teacher and author of a
new book Talk With Your Kids.
Kids have to learn that just
because they are able to do something doesn’t mean they should
do it, Parker says. But they need
time to consider and reflect on the
consequences of their choices.
Parker’s book offers a guide
to having engaging, effective conversations with children about
ethical issues in their lives—from

honesty, friendship and bullying
to downloading music and violent
computer games.
He doesn’t suggest “the right
answers.” Instead the book raises
issues and asks questions for parents and kids to think about together. For example, in a chapter on
“Making Promises,”
Parker asks: What is
a promise? Why do
people make them?
How important is it
to keep them? What
would your family/
school/society be like
if no one kept their
promises?

The book addresses social
media and the Internet—an area
most kids consider “their turf.”
And while parents may not be up
on the latest jargon, they do know
about concepts of privacy, reputation and hurtful behavior.
“Generations
ago, parents usually
told their kids what
was what and that
was the end of the
story,” says Parker.
So the idea of talking with your kids
about ethics instead of at them is
a departure from
that approach.

“It’s easy to be too authoritarian or too permissive,” says
Parker, who is deputy headmaster of the Cranbrook School in
Sydney, Australia. “Finding the
middle space in which you are
open-minded enough to listen to
and respect your kids’ opinions,
yet still communicate a set of
core values is really important.”
For a broader context, the
book also introduces famous philosophers and their main ideas.
Talk With Your Kids: Conversations About Ethics and 103
Other Things That Really Matter
(paperback, Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers) is available in
bookstores and online. u
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